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Time for what really
matters
Trade fairs and events are the ideal place 
in which to strengthen existing ties, meet 
potential customers and network.

Preparing for a major event is time-con-
suming. Not only must you plan your 
stand, but you must also organise 
various services in order to ensure that 
your products enjoy the impressive 
presentation they deserve.

We can organise the perfect framework 
for your presentation, so that you are 
able to focus on your customers right 
from the start. Everything from a single 
source and of the very best quality.

Everything From a Single 
Source and Easy to Book

Strong partners
Messe Frankfurt’s partnership with 
WISAG allows us to offer you outstan-
ding event services. Take advantage of 
the wealth of experience of a globally 
successful trade fair organiser and the 
comprehensive portfolio of high-quality 
services offered by WISAG Facility 
Service, a leading service provider.



Top-quality Service
You‘re Sure to Appreciate

Your benefits
Single point of contact
Right from the start, we strive to establish 
a lasting customer relationship on a 
personal level, and we offer you the full 
range of services from a single source.

Quality you can count on
Our goal: Service that meets your expec-
tations – and then some. To make this a 
reality, we set demanding standards for 
cleanliness, security and friendliness.

Above-average qualifications
All our employees boast excellent qualifi-
cations in their fields. For example, all of 
our security personnel are qualified in 
accordance with section 34a of the 
German Industrial Code (GewO).

Dedicated to service
We place great value on dedication and a 
commitment to what we do. We are always 
focused on the customer, and we are 
happy to greet you with a smile. 

National reach
Messe Frankfurt works with WISAG to 
serve you in Frankfurt. WISAG is at your 
service at all other trade fair locations.

Many years of experience
Two partners with a total of more than 150 
years of international experience: Messe 
Frankfurt and WISAG would love to put 
this expertise to work for you.

Our goal is to provide you with an effective combination of cleaning, 
stand security and other trade fair services.



Start-up
Reliable, professional,
attractively priced

Our “Start-up” package: A clear choice. This 
package contains all the most important ser-
vices for showcasing your stand.

In addition to pre-cleaning on the last day of 
set-up, we clean the stand every evening to 
remove the traces of the day and ensure that it 
is once again at its best for following day. 
Furthermore, our security personnel monitor 
your stand, exhibits and technical equipment 
– so that you can focus your energies on 
preparing for the next trade fair day.

Don’t pass up the opportunity to benefit from the 
reliability and quality offered by respected 
specialists. With our “Start-up” package, you 
benefit from a very attractively priced alterna-
tive.

Our Service Packages
Cleaning service and security in an ideal combination

Premium
Individual, flexible,
efficient 

Our “Premium” package: Cleanliness and 
security to perfection. This package offers you 
some practical additions to the “Start-up” 
package.

In addition to all the services included in the 
“Start-up” package, “Premium” customers also 
receive a member of our cleaning or service 
staff for up to four hours each day. This can be 
very useful, for example, to remove fingerprints 
from popular exhibits, run errands or perform 
host/hostess duties for you.

Our “Premium” package helps you enjoy a 
relaxed start to each trade fair day so that you 
can focus on what is most important: making 
new contacts, talking with potential customers 
and doing business.



„For our unique design pro-
ducts, we require top-notch 
partners that are painstaking 
and punctual, and who can 
guarantee a clean stand. 
WISAG and Messe 
Frankfurt offer us outstan-
ding support for this very 
purpose.“

Deirdre Heckler 
Projekt Management

Start-up Premium

Pre-cleaning on the last day of set-up ü ü
Daily stand cleaning, including waste disposal ü ü

Special cleaning (exhibits, glass surfaces, stand walls, etc.)
and flexible daily cleaning service or service staff at your stand -

Up to
4 hours

each day

Stand guards overnight 
(All personnel are qualified in accordance with section 34a of the German Industrial Code (GewO). ü ü

An Overview of Our 
Packages
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